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Insight into association reactions on metal surfaces: Density-functional
theory studies of hydrogenation reactions on Rh „111…
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Hydrogenation reaction, as one of the simplest association reactions on surfaces, is of great
importance both scientifically and technologically. They are essential steps in many industrial
processes in heterogeneous catalysis, such as ammonia synthesis (N213H2→2NH3). Many issues
in hydrogenation reactions remain largely elusive. In this work, the NHx (x50,1,2) hydrogenation
reactions~N1H→NH, NH1H→NH2 and NH21H→NH3) on Rh~111! are used as a model system
to study the hydrogenation reactions on metal surfaces in general using density-functional theory. In
addition, C and O hydrogenation~C1H→CH and O1H→OH! and several oxygenation reactions,
i.e., C1O, N1O, O1O reactions, are also calculated in order to provide a further understanding of
the barrier of association reactions. The reaction pathways and the barriers of all these reactions are
determined and reported. For the C, N, NH, and O hydrogenation reactions, it is found that there is
a linear relationship between the barrier and the valency of R~R5C, N, NH, and O!. Detailed
analyses are carried out to rationalize the barriers of the reactions, which shows that:~i! The
interaction energy between two reactants in the transition state plays an important role in
determining the trend in the barriers;~ii ! there are two major components in the interaction energy:
The bonding competition and the direct Pauli repulsion; and~iii ! the Pauli repulsion effect is
responsible for the linear valency-barrier trend in the C, N, NH, and O hydrogenation reactions. For
the NH21H reaction, which is different from other hydrogenation reactions studied, the energy cost
of the NH2 activation from the IS to the TS is the main part of the barrier. The potential energy
surface of the NH2 on metal surfaces is thus crucial to the barrier of NH21H reaction. Three
important factors that can affect the barrier of association reactions are generalized:~i! The bonding
competition effect;~ii ! the local charge densities of the reactants along the reaction direction; and
~iii ! the potential energy surface of the reactants on the surface. The lowest energy pathway for a
surface association reaction should correspond to the one with the best compromise of these three
factors. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1602054#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Association and dissociation reactions on solid surfa
constitute the two fundamental types of chemical reaction
heterogeneous catalysis. In the last several decades,
efforts have been made in order to understand dissocia
reactions.1–9 In particular, systematic studies on H2 dissocia-
tion on metal surfaces have been carried out theoretically
a significant insight into the reaction has been obtained3,4

Now theoretical studies have moved on to large, heavy m
ecules, such as CH4, CO, N2 , and NO and the reaction sit
has been extended from close-packed surfaces to surfac
fects, such as monatomic steps and kinks.5–8 To date some
general features of dissociation reactions have b
obtained.4–6 However, due to the more complex nature i
volved in the adsorbed reactants on surfaces, the unders
ing of the association reactions is still limited.4,9 Obviously, a
systematic study on association reactions is needed and
timely.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
p.hu@qub.ac.uk
6280021-9606/2003/119(12)/6282/8/$20.00
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Hydrogenation is a fundamental association reaction
heterogeneous catalysis. In many industrial processes,
as ammonia synthesis (N213H2→2NH3)10–13and Fischer–
Tropsch (CO1H2→Hydrocarbons1H2O),13–16 hydrogena-
tion reactions are the essential steps to produce the
products, and in others, such as NO reduction by H2 (2NO
1H2→N21H2O), they are used to remove unwanted sp
cies on catalysts to prevent the catalysts being poisoned.
drogenation reactions in heterogeneous catalysis contain
mally several continual steps. Taking ammonia synthesis
an example, it is generally accepted that ammonia synth
consists of the following elementary steps:10–13 ~i! The dis-
sociations of N2 and H2; and~ii ! the stepwise hydrogenatio
reactions, namely, N1H→NH, NH1H→NH2 and NH21H
→NH3. In spite of the great industrial importance, stepw
hydrogenation reactions were less studied, and many is
remain largely elusive. In this work, we studied NHx hydro-
genations and other reactions on Rh~111! and the results
were compared with our previous NHx hydrogenations on
Ru~0001!.17 By detailed analyses, insight into the barrier
association reactions on metals was obtained.
il:
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Because of their relevance to ammonia synthesis
relative simplicity, NHx hydrogenation reaction is a goo
model system for the study of hydrogenation reactions
general. Recently, we have calculated NHx hydrogenation
reactions on Ru~0001! using density-functional theory
~DFT!,17 aiming to obtain a comprehensive picture for a
monia synthesis on Ru, a promising alternative to the tra
tional Fe catalysts.10–13,17We found that the highest barrie
for these reactions is in the NH1H→NH2 step, which is up
to 1.28 eV. Even taking into account the effect of surfa
defects, such as steps, the hydrogenation reaction barri
still around 0.8 eV. Our results showed that hydrogenat
barriers are higher than the reported barrier for N2 dissocia-
tion on Ru, the believed rate-determining step in ammo
synthesis.18 The barrier for N2 dissociation on Ru~0001! was
determined to be 1.36 eV by DFT.19 Later, combined STM
with DFT calculations Dahlet al. found that the barrier of N2
dissociation on Ru monatomic steps was as low as 0.4 eV5 It
was estimated that N2 dissociation on steps is at least 9 o
ders of magnitude faster than that on terrace sites.5

The high barrier of hydrogenation reactions has mo
vated the current work and promoted some questions. Fir
is it in general that the hydrogenation reactions, e.g., NH1H
reaction, have high barriers on late transition metals? Or
only true on Ru? Since it is known that only Fe and Ru
good catalysts for ammonia synthesis, the study of other
active metals may provide useful information on ammo
synthesis. Secondly, if the hydrogenation barriers are ge
ally high, what then is the physical origin? Considering th
hydrogenation reactions may be the simplest association
actions on metal surfaces, a deeper understanding on hy
genation reactions is of fundamental significance. In t
work, we selected Rh~111! surface to study the NHx hydro-
genations. Rh is on the right-hand side of Ru in the perio
table and is known to be a poorer catalyst for ammonia s
thesis than Ru. It should be mentioned that Rh is widely u
as a NO reduction catalyst.20–22 The NHx hydrogenation re-
actions studied here are also of importance to the chem
of NO reduction.

This paper is organized as follows: Calculation metho
are described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, calculation results of
hydrogenation reactions are presented. We also perfor
the C and O hydrogenation reactions and the results are c
pared with the N, NH hydrogenation reactions. In Sec.
the result of detailed analyses to understand the high ba
of the hydrogenation reactions is reported. Implications
the barrier of association reactions in general are also
cussed. Conclusions are summarized at the end of this p

II. CALCULATION METHODS

A generalized gradient approximation23 was utilized in
all the calculations. Electronic wave functions were e
panded in a plane wave basis set and the ionic cores w
described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials.23 The program used
is CASTEP.24 The surface is modeled by three layers
Rh~111!, while all the layers were fixed in optimized bul
positions. The effect of surface relaxation was checked an
was found to be rather small to the barriers7 ~less than 0.1 eV,
see Ref. 25!. The vacuum region between slabs is 10 Å a
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a cut-off energy 340 eV was used. For all the hydrogenat
reactions 33231 k point sampling forp(233) unit cell
within the surface Brillouin zone was used, which is lar
enough to avoid lateral interaction between the adsorbate
adjacent unit cells. Some calculations in Sec. IV for the p
pose of analysis was performed inp(232) unit cell with
33331 k point sampling. Convergence check has been p
formed by increasingk point sampling up to 43431 for the
p(232) unit cell and 33331 for the p(233) unit cell.
Previous work7,26–32 showed that this calculation setup a
fords enough accuracy.

Transition states~TSs! were searched by constraining th
distance of two reactants~e.g., H–NHx distance! with the
so-called constrained minimization technique.26,33 The TS is
identified when~i! the force on the atoms vanish and~ii ! the
energy is a maximum along the reaction coordinate, bu
minimum with respect to all remaining degrees of freedo
All the reaction barriers are referenced to the most sta
initial states~ISs!, which correspond to the low coverag
reaction condition@1/6 monolayer~ML ! NHx and 1/6 ML H#.

III. RESULTS

A. NHx and H adsorption on Rh „111…

We firstly investigated the adsorption properties of
atom and NHx (x50,1,2,3) species on Rh~111! at a 1/4 ML
coverage. Table I lists the calculated chemisorption ener
(Ead) and the important structural parameters correspond
to the most stable configuration of the adsorbates
Rh~111!. It shows that on Rh~111! N, NH, and H prefer the
threefold hollow site: N and NH are more stable at the h
hollow site, and H slightly favors the fcc hollow site. NH2

and NH3 prefer less coordinated sites on the surface: N2

adsorbs preferentially on the twofold bridge site, and NH3 is
more stable on the top site. Table I also shows clearly tha
N is hydrogenated~i.e., x increases!, the NHx adsorption en-
ergy decreases gradually. In consistent with the chemis
tion energy, the Rh–NHx bond becomes longer asx in-
creases. Comparing toEad of NHx adsorption on Ru~0001!,17

we found that the NHx adsorption energies on Rh~111! are
generally smaller. In particular,Ead of N atom on Rh~111! is
about 0.8 eV smaller than that on Ru~0001!. This is consis-
tent with the general consensus that as the metald occupancy
increases~the d orbitals of Rh is more occupied than that
Ru!, the covalent bonding ability of the metal surface d

TABLE I. The most stable adsorption site and the corresponding adsorp
energy for N, NH, NH2 , NH3 , and H species on Rh~111!. The bond length
between the species with the surface atom is also listed. The experim
value on the NH3 adsorption on Rh~111! ~Ref. 37!, where the comparison is
possible, is well consistent with the current calculation result.

Adsorption site
Bond length

~Å! Ead (eV)

N hcp 1.930~N–Rh! 4.90
NH hcp 1.990~N–Rh! 4.39
NH2 bridge 2.092~N–Rh! 2.73
NH3 top 2.129~N–Rh! 0.87a

H fcc 1.842~H–Rh! 2.94

aExpt. 0.9060.03 eV~Ref. 37!.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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creases. The most stable configuration of the species on
surface will be taken as the IS for the hydrogenation re
tions, which are studied in the following subsection.

B. NHx¿H\NHx¿1 reactions

To map out the most likely reaction pathway for ea
hydrogenation reaction, we searched all the possible TSs
each hydrogenation reaction. We found that there are
TSs for each hydrogenation reaction. In Fig. 1 we illustr
the IS, TSs, and final state~FS! for N1H @Fig. 1~a!#, NH1H
@Fig. 1~b!# and NH21H @Fig. 1~c!# reactions. For each reac
tion, two TSs are shown: We label the most stable TS as
and the less stable one as TS2. Our results are present
the following.

1. N¿H\NH and NH¿H\NH2

We will discuss N1H→NH and NH1H→NH2 together
because the TSs of these two reactions are similar, as sh
in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. At the TSs N or NH stays near the hc
hollow site, which is also the most stable IS for N or N
The TS1 differs from the TS2 by the H position: The H ato
is on the off-top site at the TS1, while it is at a nearby f
hollow site at the TS2. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, at the T
N ~or NH! and H share bonding with one surface Rh ato
and at the TS2 two Rh atoms are shared. It has been sh
that such a bonding sharing between adsorbates will indu
repulsion between two adsorbates, the so-called bon
competition effect.34–36This effect was found to play an im
portant role in determining the height of reaction barriers.7,26

We will also discuss this effect in Sec. IV.
The barriers (Ea) for N1H and NH1H reactions were

determined and listed in Table II. The important structu
parameters of the TS1 are listed in Table III.Ea

TS1 is the
barrier corresponding to TS1 andEa

TS2 corresponding to TS2
As shown in Table II,Ea

TS1 is 0.99 eV in N1H reaction, and
1.25 eV in NH1H reaction. It is noticed that these values
Rh~111! are very similar to the barriers on Ru~0001! @N1H
reaction:Ea51.13 eV and NH1H reaction:Ea51.28 eV on
Ru(0001)17]. The common feature is that on both Ru and R
surfaces, NH1H reaction is more difficult than N1H reac-
tion. Table II also shows that the energy difference betw

FIG. 1. Illustration of the IS, TSs, and FS of the N1H, NH1H, and NH2

1H reactions on Rh~111!. For each reaction, the most stable IS, the two T
and the most stable FS are shown. TS1 is more stable than TS2.
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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TS1 and Ea

TS2 is 0.23 eV in N1H reaction, and the differ-
ence is only 0.04 eV in NH1H reaction. It implies that for
the N1H reaction the reaction pathway involved with TS1
favored, while for the NH1H reaction both TS1 and TS2
may be accessible during the reaction.

2. NH2¿H\NH3

The NH21H is different from the reactions of N1H and
NH1H regarding the TS structure. This is clearly shown
Fig. 1. At the TS1 of NH21H reaction, NH2 is on a off-top
site, and the H atom is near the fcc site. At the TS2, which
less stable, NH2 stays near the bridge site and the H atom
at the nearby top site. The determinedEa corresponding to
these two TSs are similar:Ea

TS1 is 1.24 eV andEa
TS2 is 1.32

eV. Similar to the results on Ru~0001!, the NH21H reaction
on Rh~111! also has a high barrier, which is almost identic
to that of NH1H reaction.

The total energy profile for all the NHx hydrogenation
reactions on Rh~111! is summarized in Fig. 2, in which the
energy profile of NHx hydrogenation on Ru(0001)17 is also
included for comparison. It shows that the energetics of Nx

hydrogenation on Rh~111! and Ru~0001! surfaces appear to
be very similar. For example, on both surfaces NH is
most stable intermediate species and the NH1H reaction is
the most difficult step. However, it is interesting to noti
that on Ru~0001! NH2 is particularly unstable, due to a sma
decomposition barrier, about 0.6 eV for NH2→NH1H reac-
tion. On Rh~111!, NH2 is quite stabilized: The hydrogenatio
of NH to NH2 has a barrier 1.25 eV, and the decompositi
of NH2 to NH is still hindered by 1.00 eV.

TABLE II. Reaction barriers for the N, NH, NH2 , C, and O hydrogenation
reactions. Because there are two TSs, named TS1 and TS2~Fig. 1! for each
reaction, two corresponding barriers (Ea

TS1 and Ea
TS2) are calculated with

respect to the most stable IS. The unit of the barrier is eV.

Ea
TS1 Ea

TS2

N1H→NH 0.99 1.22
NH1H→NH2 1.25 1.29
NH21H→NH3 1.24 1.32
C1H→CH 0.72 0.98
O1H→OH 1.36 1.36

TABLE III. Important geometrical parameters for the most stable TS
C1H, N1H, NH1H and O1H reactions~R is C, N, NH or O!. At the TSs
the C, N, NH, and O are all at the hollow sites on Rh~111! and the H is near
the top site. The Rh(1), Rh(2), and Rh(3) represent the Rh atoms involved i
bonding with the TS complex, shown in Fig. 1~a!—TS1. The unit of the
distances is Å.

C1H→CH N1H→NH NH1H→NH2 O1H→OH

R–Rh(1) 1.962 2.017 2.080 2.088
R–Rh(2) 1.903 1.945 2.026 2.074
R–Rh(3) 1.903 1.945 2.026 2.075
H–Rh(1) 1.618 1.629 1.642 1.646
H–R 1.636 1.516 1.445 1.435
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6285J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 12, 22 September 2003 Association reactions on metal surfaces
C. C¿H\CH and O¿H\OH reactions

To obtain a better understanding of the hydrogenat
reactions regarding, in particular, the reason for the high b
rier of the NH1H reaction, we also investigated C1H→CH
and O1H→OH reaction on Rh~111!. Similarly, we have lo-
cated the ISs and TSs for C1H and O1H reactions on
Rh~111!. We found that C1H and O1H reactions are very
similar to the N1H and NH1H reactions. There are also tw
TSs in each reaction of C1H and O1H, which are almost
the same as those depicted in Fig. 1~a! for the N1H reaction.
Ea

TS1 andEa
TS2 of the C1H and O1H reactions were calcu

lated, and the results are listed Table II. The important str
tural parameters of the TS1 are listed in Table III.

By comparison of the C and O hydrogenation reactio
with those of N and NH, we have obtained some useful cl
for the high barrier of the NH1H reaction. As shown in
Table II, the C1H reaction on Rh~111! is the easiest reactio
with a low barrier of 0.72 eV, while the O1H reaction is the
most difficult one with a barrier almost twice larger than th
of C1H reaction. The barriers of N1H and NH1H reactions
lie in between the C1H and O1H reactions. Moreover, we
have identified a good linear relationship between the bar
of C, N, and O hydrogenation reactions and the valency o
N, and O, as plotted in the dotted line of Fig. 3 (Eint

TS is
defined in Sec. IV, see discussion below!. It shows that as the
valency of R ~R5C, N, and O! decreases, the barrier in
creases linearly. Conventionally, the NH valency is oft
considered to be 2, the same as that of O atom. From
barrier of the NH1H reaction, using Fig. 3 we deduced th
valency of NH to be about 2.2, which is, as expected, cl
to 2.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A. Origin of the valency-barrier trend in C, N, NH,
and O hydrogenation reactions

As reported above, the hydrogenation reactions of C
NH, and O possess similar TS structures and the barrier
linear function of the valency of these species. It is obvio
that the valency-barrier trend is the key to understand

FIG. 2. The overall energy diagram for the NHx (x50,1,2) hydrogenation
on Rh~111!. For comparison, the previous results on Ru~0001! ~Ref. 17! are
also shown. For each metal surface, the state of the separated N and H
adsorption on the surface is set as the energy zero.
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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high barrier of the NH1H reaction. Below, we will focus on
the origin of the valency-barrier trend. The NH21H reaction
will be discussed in the next subsection.

As a starting point, we have analyzed the electro
structure of the C, N, NH, and O adsorption on Rh~111!
using the local density of states~LDOS! plot,38 as shown in
Fig. 4. The LDOS of R~R5C, N, NH, and O! on Rh~111!
was calculated by cutting a small volume with a 0.3 Å rad
around the R center~for NH, it is the N atom!. Figure 4
shows that the main difference between different LDOSs
at the energy region from27 to 25 eV. This region contains
mainly the p orbitals of R mixing with the metald band,
namely thep-d bonding region. In the O LDOS only on
peak with a high intensity in the low energy area is seen
the p-d bonding region. On going from O to C, thep-d
bonding peak shifts gradually up in energy and the inten
of the peaks becomes smaller. It indicates that thep orbitals
of the lower valency adsorbate are more localized around
adsorbate center in these species. It should be mentioned
the NH LDOS is largely overlapped with that of O, and th
it is not shown in Fig. 4. Based on the LDOS plots, we m
qualitatively understand the valency-barrier trend of Fig. 3
follows. Required by Pauli principle,40 the occupied 1s state

tom
FIG. 3. The plot of theEa;valency relationship~dotted line! and theEa

;Eint
TS ~solid line! relationship for the C, N, NH, and O hydrogenation rea

tions on Rh~111!. The term ofEint
TS is defined in Sec. IV, Eq.~1! ~see discus-

sion below!. The arrows point out the correspondingy axis of the lines.

FIG. 4. Local density of states~LDOS! of the C, N, O adsorption on
Rh~111!. Each LDOS is calculated by cutting a small volume with a 0.3
radius around the atom center.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of H atom must be firstly orthogonal to the occupiedp-d
bonding states of R when the adsorbed H atom come
react with R. As shown in the LDOS, thep-d bonding states
of the lower valency adsorbate have higher electron dens
localized around the adsorbate, which will induce a lar
Pauli repulsion between the coming H 1s states and thep-d
bonding states of the adsorbate. Therefore, the Pauli re
sion for the low valency adsorbate reacting with H is larg
and consequently the hydrogenation barrier is higher.

To obtain a further understanding, we have used the
rier decomposition scheme to analyze the reaction ba
quantitatively. The barrier decomposition scheme was in
duced in our previous work7 and has been found to be ve
useful to provide insight into the chemical reactions on s
faces. As shown in Fig. 5, for any coadsorption system
reactantsA and B, such as a TS, the total chemisorptio
energy,EA1B

TS , can be written:

EA1B
TS 5EA

TS1EB
TS2Eint

TS, ~1!

whereEA
TS(EB

TS) is the chemisorption energy ofA(B) at the
TS without B(A), Eint

TS is the energy term required to mak
up the overallEA1B

TS , which is a quantitative measure of th
interaction betweenA and B in the coadsorption system
Similarly, for the IS we write:

EA1B
IS 5EA

IS1EB
IS2Eint

IS . ~2!

Then the reaction barrierEa is

FIG. 5. Illustration of the energy decomposition of aA1B coadsorption
system on metal surfaces. The figure is used to help the explanation of
term in Eq.~1!.
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Ea5EA1B
IS 2EA1B

TS 5DEA1DEB1DEint , ~3!

where DEA5EA
IS2EA

TS; DEB5EB
IS2EB

TS; DEint5Eint
TS

2Eint
IS . DEA(DEB) is the energy cost for reactantA(B) mov-

ing from its position in the IS to the TS withoutB(A). The
interaction energy difference is represented byDEint . Gen-
erally, it is reasonable to omitEint

IS if the coverage is low
~reactantsA andB are well separated!. ThusDEint is mainly
determined byEint

TS(DEint'Eint
TS).

Using Eq.~3!, we decomposed the reaction barriers of
N, NH, and O hydrogenation into three components and
results are listed in Table IV. It shows that theEint

TS plays an
important role in determiningEa of hydrogenation reactions
Two main features can be seen clearly:~i! In the TS1, the
change in the first two terms,DER andDEH , is very small
from one reaction to another.DER is very small, which is
due to the fact that R is at the same hollow site in the TS
that in the IS.DEH comes mainly from the chemisorptio
energy difference of the H atom from the initial fcc hollo
site to the top site~0.44 eV!. Importantly, the third term,
DEint ~i.e., ;Eint

TS), is increased proportionally with the de
crease of the R valency. This indicates clearly that it is
Eint

TS that determines the trend of the hydrogenation barrie
~ii ! Comparing the barrier decomposition results in the T
and the TS2, we can see thatEint

TS in the TS2 is always large
than that in the TS1. This is the reason forEa

TS1 being
smaller thanEa

TS2.
BecauseEa of the hydrogenation reactions is largely d

termined byEint
TS, it is worth discussing further the physica

meaning ofEint
TS. As it is shown,Eint

TS is normally a positive
term in surface reactions, which indicates the repulsive
ture of the interaction between two reactants. There are
major repulsive interactions between reactants
surfaces.7,26,34–36The first one is the indirect bonding com
petition effect, which was introduced by Feibelman.39 This
effect is caused by the two reactants sharing bonding w
the same surface atoms: When one adsorbate bonds w
metal atom, the metal atom becomes inert for further bo
ing with the second species. The second component is
direct Pauli repulsion between two reactants.40 The Pauli re-
pulsion effect is of short range and is dominant when t
adsorbates are very close, e.g., within 2.5 Å. It should
mentioned thatEint

TS may contain other components, but the
are believed to be rather small.35

Since both the bonding competition effect and the dir
Pauli repulsion effect contribute toEint

TS, an interesting ques
tion arises: Which effect is responsible for the linear valen
barrier relationship? We have used the following method

ch
d
TABLE IV. The barrier decomposition of the C1H, N1H, NH1H, and O1H reactions. Each term is define
in Eq. ~3! and discussed in the text.

TS1 TS2

DER DEH Eint
TS Ea

TS1 DER DEH Eint
TS Ea

TS2

C1H→CH 0.02 0.44 0.26 0.72 0.04 0.14 0.79 0.98
N1H→NH 0.05 0.45 0.49 0.99 0.09 0.16 0.96 1.22
NH1H→NH2 0.11 0.46 0.67 1.25 0.14 0.15 1.00 1.29
O1H→OH 0.08 0.43 0.84 1.36 0.21 0.01 1.14 1.36
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estimate the magnitude of the bonding competition effec
a R1H coadsorption system without the interference of
direct Pauli repulsion effect:~i! Both R and H were opti-
mized at a hcp hollow site in a separatep(232) unit cell
and their chemisorption energies were calculated, namelyER

and EH ; and ~ii ! the total chemisorption energy,ER1H of
R1H coadsorption were calculated, in which R is at a h
hollow site and H at a neighboring hcp site inp(232) unit
cell ~they will share two surface atoms in such a unit ce!
and both were fixed at the structure~i!. Then we define

Eint5ER1EH2ER1H , ~4!

as the interaction energy. Because of the large separatio
R and H in this case, i.e., the distance between R an
being around 2.7 Å, thenEint measures mainly the bondin
competition effect. TheEint for C, N, and O are found to be
very close: for C, 0.21 eV; for N, 0.22 eV; for O, 0.18 e
This indicates that the bonding competition effect betwee
and H is not so sensitive to the R valency. Thus, this imp
that the direct Pauli repulsion effect may be responsible
the valency-barrier trend. The small magnitude of the bo
ing competition effect between R and H is interesting, co
sidering that the bonding competition effect is large for oth
multivalency pairs on metals as reported in our previous
per. For example, we showed thatEint for a C–O pair on
Rh~111! is 0.45 eV, and it is even higher to be 0.63 eV
Pd~111!.7 In fact, considering that the valency of H atom
only one, and the H atom does not covalently bond with
surface so strongly compared to other multivalency ads
bates, we suggest that the bonding competition of other
sorbates with the H atom may always be small.

Indeed, our further calculations show that the dire
Pauli repulsion effect is strongly affected by the reactant
lency. We performed a similar calculation using the sa
method as described in the last paragraph except that th
now is put at its optimized top site, rather than the neighb
ing hcp site. In such structure the distance between R an
is around 1.6 Å, which is within the range of the direct Pa
repulsion. The calculatedEint for R–H pairs using Eq.~4! are
as follows: C–H, 0.28 eV; N–H, 0.54 eV, O–H, 0.78 e
These values agree very well with theEint

TS of TS1 in Table
IV. Moreover, there is also a linear relationship betweenEint

and the R valency. This indicates that the direct Pauli rep
sion effect is responsible for the valency-barrier trend. Th
quantitative analyses are consistent with our qualitative
derstanding described above using LDOS: The higher
local charge densities of adsorbates, the larger the Pau
pulsion between the adsorbates and hence the higher the
rier. The valency-barrier trend is basically a result of t
Pauli repulsion effect. The high barrier of the NH1H reac-
tion is the consequence of the low valency of NH.

It should be mentioned that the barrier decomposit
results in Table IV also showEint

TS in the TS2 being larger
than that in the TS1. This may be due to the fact that in
TS2 two surface atoms are shared by the reactants, whi
the TS1 only one surface atom is shared. Consequently,
is less stable than the TS1.

The valency-barrier trend may not be limited in the h
drogenation reactions. To check the validity of the valen
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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effect for other association reactions, we have perform
three oxygenation reactions: C1O→CO, N1O→NO, and
O1O→O2 on Rh~111!. The reaction barriers have been d
termined to be 1.59, 2.17, and 2.51 eV for C1O, N1O, and
O1O reactions, respectively. It is clear that the valenc
barrier trend is still present in the series of oxygenation
actions: The lower the valency of reactants, the higher
oxygenation barrier. These results show again that the di
Pauli repulsion effect between reactants plays an impor
role in determining the barrier of surface association re
tions.

B. Origin of the barrier in NH 2¿H reaction

According to the valency-barrier trend, it is expect
that the barrier of NH21H reaction should be higher tha
that of NH1H reaction. However, on Rh~111! the barrier of
NH21H reaction is 0.01 eV lower than that of the NH1H
reaction, and on Ru~0001! it is also 0.03 eV lower. Naturally,
one may ask why NH21H reaction is special.

To answer this question, we compared the NH21H re-
action with the other hydrogenation reactions. Two intere
ing features were observed:~i! At the IS, NH2 adsorbs at the
twofold bridge site, while C, N, NH, and O adsorb on thre
fold hollow sites;~ii ! at the TS1, NH2 moves to a top site to
react with H@Fig. 1~c!#, while C, N, NH, and O all stay at the
hollow sites to react with H. These two features indicate t
the NH21H reaction possesses its own characteristics, be
different from the other hydrogenation reactions discusse
the last section. We decomposed the barrier of NH21H re-
action using Eq.~3!. Indeed, the barrier decompositio
analysis reveals the following distinct features of NH21H
reaction: Firstly, the energy cost for NH2 to be activated
from the IS to the TS,DENH2

, was found to be 0.72 eV
significantly higher thanDER ~R5C, N, NH, and O! of the
R1H reactions.DER is small because C, N, NH, and O a
all on the hollow sites in both ISs and TSs in the reactions
contrast, in the NH21H reaction NH2 is activated from the
bridge site~IS! to the off-top site~TS!, which costs a signifi-
cant amount of energy because of the corrugated pote
energy surface of NH2 on Rh~111!. DENH2

is, in fact, the
major component of the barrier of the NH21H reaction. Sec-
ondly, Eint

TS was calculated to be 0.42 eV, being smaller th
that for the NH1H reaction~0.67 eV! even though the va-
lency of NH2 is supposed to be lower than that of NH. Th
is because at the TS NH2 is less coordinated on the surfac
compared to the C, N, NH, and O. The low coordination
NH2 on the surface changes the electronic distribution
NH2 and thus varies effectively the valency of NH2. As a
result, the incurred Pauli repulsion between NH2 and H is
reduced. Michaelides and Hu have studied the bonding va
tion of O atom adsorption on Pt~111! as the O goes from a
hollow site to a bridge site and to a top site: it was sho
that during the site-shifting the local charge densities on
O are gradually reduced.38 This is expected to be quite gen
eral for other electronegative adsorbates on metal surfa
As we discussed above, the small charge densities on
adsorbate will incur small Pauli repulsion in the reaction a
thus leads to a small barrier.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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A unique feature of NH21H reaction is that its barrier is
strongly related to the potential energy surface of NH2 and
not significantly affected by the Pauli repulsion between
actants. For the 4d metals, such as Ru and Rh, we ha
found that the potential energy surface of NH2 is very cor-
rugated and hence the hydrogenation barriers are co
quently high, which is not the case on Pt. Because thed
orbitals of Pt are much more extended, the potential ene
surface of many adsorbates on Pt is normally quite flat.
deed, the barrier of NH21H barrier on Pt~111! is only 0.7
eV, as reported by previous DFT calculations,38 being much
smaller than those on Ru~0001! and Rh~111!. It should be
mentioned that the barriers for the NH1H reaction are quite
similar on Pt~111!, Ru~0001!, and Rh~111! ~the barrier of
NH1H reaction on Pt~111! was reported to be 1.3 eV38!,
which can be readily understood by considering that the b
rier of NH1H reaction is to a large extent determined by t
valency of NH and not so sensitive to the metal surfaces.
reaction of OH1H→H2O on metals is another example,
which the potential energy surface of reactants largely de
mines the reaction barrier. Similar to the NH21H reaction,
in the OH1H reaction the OH needs to be activated fro
one site~normally bridge site! at the IS to another site at th
TS ~normally top site!.30,38 Again, on Pt~111! the potential
energy of OH is very flat and thus the barrier of the OH1H
reaction on Pt~111! is very small ~0.2 eV!,30 whereas on
Ru~0001!, the potential energy surface of OH is corrugat
and the barrier of OH1H reaction is quite high, being abou
1 eV.

C. General implication for the association reactions
on metal surfaces

Because hydrogenation reactions are prototypical a
ciation reactions on surfaces, our results should have s
implications on the barrier of association reactions in g
eral. To a large extent, three important factors can affect
barrier of association reactions.

~i! The bonding competition effect. The bonding com
petition energy cost is induced whenever two reactants b
with the same surface atoms in the reaction. It was rece
found that the bonding competition effect is important
understanding the high catalytic activity of surfa
defects.5,7,36For instance, C1O→CO on Ru was observed t
occur at a much lower temperature with the presence of
face steps.41 From DFT calculations, it was found that o
steps two reactants can react without sharing surface at
while on flat surfaces they have to share bonding with o
surface atom.5,7,36 For the hydrogenation reaction studie
here, we found that the bonding competition effect is n
significant due to the intrinsic small bonding ability of
atom. Nevertheless, the TSs with two surface atoms be
shared by reactants~e.g., TS2 of N1H reaction! are still less
stable compared to the TSs with only one surface atom b
shared~e.g., TS1 of N1H reaction!.

~ii ! The local charge densities of reactants in the re
tion direction. As discussed above, the higher the lo
charge densities in the reactants along the reaction direc
would result in a larger Pauli repulsion and consequen
leads to a higher barrier. The local charge densities of a
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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actant are determined by the bonding of the reactant with
ligands. Quite often, the valency of reactants is a good m
sure of the local charge densities~Fig. 4!. As we have shown
above, for a series of reactions, such as hydrogenation r
tions ~C1H, N1H, NH1H, O1H!, and oxygenation reac
tions ~C1O, N1O, and O1O! on metals, the lower the va
lency, the higher the barrier. The local charge densities
reactants are also related to the bonding of the reactants
the surface. When a reactant sits at a lower coordination
such as a top site, it is more active to react with others ow
to the reduction of Pauli repulsion.

~iii ! The potential energy surface of the reactant on
surface. In the reactions that the reactants vary the adsorp
site from the IS to the TS, the potential energy surface of
reactants may be an important factor to determine the ba
height. The NH21H and OH1H reactions on metal surface
are typical examples of this type of reactions.

It should be emphasized that an association reaction
the metal surface usually possesses several different rea
pathways and thus different TSs and barriers, as show
this work. The three factors discussed above may simu
neously exist in the pathways and the lowest energy path
should correspond to the best compromise of the three
tors. For instance, if one of these factors is very large i
pathway, the pathway is not likely to be the one with t
lowest energy: The reaction may ‘‘intelligently’’ avoid thi
factor and adopt a lower energy pathway, in which all thr
components may be quite even distributed, as shown
Table IV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work represents one of the first systematic stud
of hydrogenation reactions on surfaces, an important typ
catalytic reactions. We calculated the reactions
C1H→CH, N1H→NH, NH1H→NH2, NH21H→NH3,
O1H→OH reactions on Rh~111! aiming to address hydro
genation processes in general. In addition, C1O→CO,
N1O→NO, and O1O→O2 on the same surface were als
studied to further understand the barrier of surface asso
tion reactions. The following results on the reactions we
obtained.

~i! The reaction of C1H, N1H, NH1H, and O1H re-
action achieve similar TSs on Rh~111!. There are two TSs for
each reaction. At the most stable TS, C, N, NH, O stay at
initial hollow sites to react with H atom. The barriers of th
C1H, N1H, NH1H, and O1H reactions are 0.72, 1.00
1.25, and 1.32, respectively, which shows the barrier bein
linear function of the valency: The lower the valency of t
reactant, the higher the barrier. It was also found that
valency-barrier trend is also present in the series of oxyg
ation reactions studied, i.e., C1O, N1O, and O1O: The
barriers of them are determined to be 1.57, 2.17, and 2.51
respectively.

~ii ! The NH21H reaction also has two TSs, but the TS
are different from those in the C, N, NH, and O hydrogen
tion reactions. In the lower energy pathway, NH2 moves
from its initial bridge site to a top site to achieve the TS. T
barrier of NH21H reaction is calculated to be 1.24 eV, sim
lar to the barrier of NH1H reaction.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In this article, we have presented a thorough analysi
association reaction barriers in order to understand the ph
cal origin of the barriers of the hydrogenation reactions. T
major findings are as follows:

~i! For the C, N, NH, and O hydrogenation reaction
the interaction energy between two reactants in the TS p
an important role in determining the trend in the barrie
There are two major components in the interaction ene
the bonding competition and the direct Pauli repulsion. The
Pauli repulsion effect is responsible for the linear valen
barrier trend in the C, N, NH, and O hydrogenation rea
tions.

~ii ! For the NH21H reaction, the energy cost of th
NH2 activation from the IS to the TS is the main part of t
barrier. Thepotential energy surfaceof the NH2 on metal
surfaces is thus crucial to the barrier of NH21H reaction.

We have shown that three factors are crucial to the b
rier of surface association reactions. The lowest energy p
way should correspond to the best compromise of these t
factors. Namely, in the lowest energy pathway the three
tors may be quantitatively similar.
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